Festival of Spring 2005 Silver Jubilee

Dadar Parsee Colony was indeed one of the most beautiful places in Mumbai. Mr. Modi, in his speech, expressed the importance of the colony buildings. Mr. Modi called upon the colonies to stay together, saying that the festival celebrated the Silver Jubilee of its ‘Dharmanagyn Class’. On the occasion of the Audio CD ‘NAMAN’ A Treasure Chest of Zarasthrian Religious songs was released by Mr. Jashmed Guzder, Chairman Emeritus, Bombay Parsee.

Chairman Sohrab Morris, Mr. Mahyar Dastoor, Trustee, conducted the ceremonies.

COMMUNITIES: The senior citizens of the colony were honored with the award for their contribution and pride of the colony.

Award for Excellence - Winner: Mr. Mahyar Dastoor, Trustee.
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Release of Audio CD ‘NAMAN’ - A Treasure Chest of Zarasthrian Religious Songs by Mr. Jashmed Guzder, Chairman Emeritus, BPP. Left to right: Sheraz Naqvi, Murad Zamin, Mithu Jato, Zarreen Engineer & Dinyar Pandya.

By Sunil Rao. Songs from the movie “Main Hoon Na” and “Gori Gori” from the same movie, both performed by colonies, were well received.

As the audience waited with bated breath, lights dimmed, the Audio Visual screens came alive, the show, conceived and choreographed by Arman Rustum, began to perform.
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APPROVAL..."The Trust thanked Mr. Vasant Katark of Chikt, Gujarat for his kind support..."